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Falafel is a popular Middle Eastern ‘fast food’ made of a mixture of
chickpeas, herbs and spices and formed into a pattie or ball shape.
Perfect for starters, mezzes or light lunches.
Serve on flatbread with hummus or tahini and
a side salad for a starter or lunch.
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All our products are developed with
a consideration of taste, health and
convenience for chefs in busy catering
kitchens and our ranges go from classic
sausages and burgers to spicy dishes
inspired by global flavours.

900158
Classic Falafel (3x20x25g)
Traditional Middle Eastern flavours
combined with fresh onion and
whole chickpeas
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Our Goodlife Brand is all about the veggies, using
the variety and colours of vegetables to create
natural, tasty and wholesome vegetarian and vegan
products suitable for busy catering kitchens in a
range of different foodservice sectors.

900333
Sweet Potato Falafel (3x20x22g)
Bursting with chunks of sweet
potato, chickpea and apricot with
a subtle hint of coriander
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Goodlife Foods, with over 50 years’ experience in
frozen food products, is one of Europe’s largest
producers of pre-cooked frozen products with 6
sites across Europe.

900331
Beetroot Falafel (3x20x25g)
Vibrant beetroot and apricot
is the perfect combination
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Serve on a mezze board with an array
of veggies, cheese and dips such as
hummus or Baba Gonoush.

LOADED BURRITO  BURGER

BURGERS

Goodlife burgers are all made with natural
and delicious vegetables at the core of them.
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900160
Spicy Bean Burger (24x113g)
An indulgent blend of kidney beans, sweetcorn
and green peppers, infused with cumin, chilli
and oregano coated in a crispy crumb.
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SPICY BEAN BURGER
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of vegans and
vegetarians would
like to see more
globally-inspired dishes
when eating out*
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900159
Vegetable 1/4lb Burger (24x113g)
Carefully selected seasonal
vegetables encased in a lightly
seasoned crumb
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900159
Vegetable 1/4lb Burger (24x113g)
Carefully selected seasonal vegetables
encased in a lightly seasoned crumb.

51%

900157
Falafel Burger (4x6x113g)
A delicious blend of chickpeas,
onions, spinach, coriander,
turmeric and a hint of chilli
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Loaded Burrito Burger
Inspired by the smoky taste of burritos,
this succulent burger is loaded with
tomatoes, jackfruit, black turtle beans
and a fusion of chipotle chilli and smoked
paprika with melting mozzarella balls.

F RY

GLAMORGAN SAUSAGE

VEGETABLE MELTS & SLICES
Our range of vegetable melts and slices are perfect for a
convenient and tasty main course, adding simple globally
inspired vegetarian and vegan options to your menu.
900383
Mushroom and Spinach Kyiv (12x125g)
Mushroom and spinach kyiv with a garlic and
cheese sauce coated in a seeded crumb
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58%

of vegans and vegetarians
would like to see more purely
veg based dishes on the menu,
and

59%

say they would choose a veg
based option over a dish that
features meat substitutes
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MUSHROOM & SPINACH KYIV

900164
Glamorgan Sausage (30x56g)
Creamy cheese combined
with leek and onion

VEGETABLE SAUSAGE
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Firecracker Melt
Spicy rice and veggie cakes full of
fragrant flavours of the Far East
with vibrant green vegetables.
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PAELLA SLICE

Paella Slice
Inspired by authentic
Valencian style paella
cakes with tomatoes, grilled
peppers and sweet paprika.

900165
Vegetable Sausage (30x56g)
A delicious, lightly seasoned meat-free sausage
packed full of onion, carrot, broccoli and rice.
The perfect veggie sausage for all meal
occasions; breakfast, lunch or dinner

SAUSAGES

enquiries@glfoods.com

Description

Product
Code

Case
Configuration

Case/
Pallet

Vegetarian

Vegan

FALAFEL
Classic Falafel

900158

3x20x25g

338

Y

Sweet Potato Falafel

900333

3x20x22g

247

Y

Beetroot Falafel

900331

3x20x25g

338

Y

Spicy Bean Burger

900160

24x113g

150

Y

Y

Vegetable 1/4lb Burger

900159

24x113g

150

Y

Y

Falafel Burger

900157

24x113g

180

Y

Y

900383

12x125g

260

Y

Glamorgan Sausage

900164

30x56g

312

Y

Vegetable Sausage

900165

30x56g

312

Y

Y

BURGERS

Burrito Burger

VEGETABLE MELTS & SLICES
Mushroom and Spinach Kyiv
Firecracker Melt
Vegetable Paella Slice

SAUSAGES
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